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ABSTRACT
We present SymTuner, a novel technique to automatically tune
external parameters of symbolic execution. Practical symbolic execution tools have important external parameters (e.g., symbolic
arguments, seed input) that critically affect their performance. Due
to the huge parameter space, however, manually customizing those
parameters is notoriously difficult even for experts. As a consequence, symbolic execution tools have typically been used in a
suboptimal manner that, for example, simply relies on the default
parameter settings of the tools and loses the opportunity for better performance. In this paper, we aim to change this situation by
automatically configuring symbolic execution parameters. With
SymTuner that takes parameter spaces to be tuned, symbolic executors are run without manual parameter configurations; instead,
appropriate parameter values are learned and adjusted during symbolic execution. To achieve this, we present a learning algorithm
that observes the behavior of symbolic execution and accordingly
updates the sampling probability of each parameter space. We evaluated SymTuner with KLEE on 12 open-source C programs. The
results show that SymTuner increases branch coverage of KLEE by
56% on average and finds 8 more bugs than KLEE with its default
parameters over the latest releases of the programs.
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INTRODUCTION

Decades of research have transformed symbolic execution into a
mainstream technique in software testing. The basic idea of symbolic execution is to replace program inputs by symbolic variables
and explore the execution paths of a program symbolically. Since its
inception [7, 32, 41], symbolic execution has been an active research
area [5]. In particular, the last decade has seen remarkable advances,
significantly mitigating main challenges such as path explosion
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$ klee --simplify-sym-indices --max-memory=1000 --optimize
--use-forked-solver --use-cex-cache --external-calls=all
--max-sym-array-size=4096 --max-instruction-time=30s
--max-time=60min --max-memory-inhibit=false
--max-static-fork-pct=1 --max-static-solve-pct=1
--max-static-cpfork-pct=1 --switch-type=internal
--search=random-path --search=nurs:covnew
--batch-instructions=10000 ./pgm.bc --sym-args 0 1 10
--sym-args 0 2 2 --sym-files 1 8 --sym-stdin 8 --sym-stdout ...

Figure 1: The parameter setting of KLEE used in [49]

and constraint solving [6, 14, 23, 34, 36, 38, 39, 45, 48, 52, 54, 66].
Equipped with these techniques, symbolic execution tools such as
KLEE [11] have become publicly available and widely used in both
academia and industry [12, 13].
Despite the progress, however, maximizing the performance of
modern symbolic execution tools is notoriously difficult in practice.
One main reason is that state-of-the-art symbolic executors have
a number of important external parameters that critically affect
their effectiveness. For example, Figure 1 shows a typical command
for running KLEE, which was tailored to GNU Coreutils by the
original authors of KLEE [11, 49]. These parameters, for example,
are to select which search strategy to use, to decide the symbolic
arguments, and to choose the memory budget. It is well-known that
these parameters have a huge impact on the runtime performance
of symbolic execution and therefore must be carefully tuned for
each target program [45, 60, 63].
Manually tuning such parameters is challenging even for experts.
Note that more than half of the parameters in Figure 1 are of nonboolean types (e.g., string or integer), and their combination induces
an enormous search space. Consequently, KLEE has typically been
used without proper configuration of those parameters; existing
works either (1) simply rely on the parameter setting in Figure 1 [17,
18, 23, 50, 63] (even for programs beyond Coreutils) or (2) manually
tune specific parameters (e.g., symbolic arguments) atop the default
parameter values [37, 45, 52, 60, 66]. Recently, a few techniques [14,
16] have been proposed for tuning search heuristics automatically
but other critical parameters still need to be configured manually.
In this paper, we present SymTuner, a novel technique for automatically tuning symbolic execution parameters. Initially, from the
users, SymTuner takes as input the sample spaces for the parameters to be tuned. Then, with SymTuner, symbolic execution tools
such as KLEE can be run without manual parameter tuning; appropriate parameter values for the target program are automatically
adjusted by SymTuner during symbolic execution. To do so, along
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the symbolic execution process, SymTuner uses a custom learning
algorithm that repeatedly samples a set of parameter values from
the sample spaces, evaluates the performance of symbolic execution
with the sampled values, and refines the probability distributions
of the sample spaces based on the evaluation result.
Experimental results show that SymTuner remarkably enhances
symbolic execution in terms of both code coverage and bug-finding.
We applied SymTuner to KLEE [11], a representative symbolic execution tool for C programs, and evaluated it on the latest versions
of 12 GNU open-source programs (ranging from 5K to 161K LoC).
KLEE with SymTuner covered 56% and 31% more branches on average than conventional KLEE with its default parameter values
and the parameter setting in Figure 1, respectively. Also, SymTuner
enabled KLEE to discover 11 different bugs that cause the latest
versions of the open-source programs to crash, far outweighing the
conventional KLEE that ended up finding three of them. Compared
to KLEE with a naive approach that randomly samples parameter
values, SymTuner succeeded in increasing the number of covered
branches and found bugs by 12% and 45%, respectively. We also
show that our approach is also applicable to CREST [21], a tool for
concolic testing [13, 25, 53], another major approach of symbolic
execution.
Contributions. We summarize our contributions below:
• We present SymTuner, a new technique for automatically
tuning diverse parameters of symbolic execution. The key
technical contribution is the domain-specific learning algorithm for symbolic execution, which observes the behavior
of symbolic execution with randomly sampled parameters
and gradually learns to sample effective parameter values.
• We conduct extensive evaluation of SymTuner on 12 GNU
open-source programs. We make our tool, SymTuner, opensourced and the benchmarks publicly available.1

2 PRELIMINARIES
2.1 Basic Symbolic Execution
Symbolic execution explores the execution paths of a program
by maintaining a set of program states, where a state is a triplet
(instr, store, Φ) of an instruction (instr) to be executed, a symbolic
memory store (store) mapping program variables to symbolic values,
and a path condition (Φ) that is a sequence of symbolic branches
representing the path exercised by the current state.
Algorithm 1 describes the overall algorithm. It takes as input a
program (pgm), a testing budget (budget), and a vector of parameter
values (V ). For the moment, let us ignore the last input; the role of
the parameters (V ) will be described in Section 2.2.
At line 2, the algorithm creates the set of initial states, i.e., a
singleton set of the initial state s0 = (instr 0, store0, true), where
instr 0 denotes the first instruction of the program and store0 is the
initial symbolic memory. The set 𝑇 of test cases is initially empty
(line 3). After initializing 𝑆 and 𝑇 , symbolic execution goes into the
loop at lines 4–15.
At line 5, symbolic execution selects a state s from 𝑆 to navigate deeper into the program, and removes s from 𝑆 (line 6). At
line 7, the instruction in the current state (instr, store, Φ) is executed,
1 SymTuner:
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Algorithm 1 Symbolic execution
Input: Program (pgm), budget (budget), and parameter values (V ).
Output: A set of test cases (𝑇 )
1: procedure SymExecutor(pgm, budget, V )
2:
𝑆 ← {s0 }
⊲ s0 = (instr 0 , store0 , true)
3:
𝑇 ←∅
⊲ test cases
4:
repeat
5:
s ← Choose(𝑆)
⊲ s = (instr, store, Φ)
6:
𝑆 ← 𝑆 \ {s }
7:
s′ ← Execute(s)
⊲ s′ = (instr ′, store′, Φ)
′
8:
if instr is a branch whose condition is 𝜙 then
9:
if SAT(Φ ∧ 𝜙) then
⊲ true branch is reachable
10:
𝑆 ← 𝑆 ∪ { (instr 1 , store′, Φ ∧ 𝜙) }
11:
if SAT(Φ ∧ ¬𝜙) then
⊲ false branch is reachable
12:
𝑆 ← 𝑆 ∪ { (instr 2 , store′, Φ ∧ ¬𝜙) }
13:
else if instr ′ is a halt instruction then
14:
𝑇 ← 𝑇 ∪ {Model(Φ) }
⊲ generate a test case
15:
until budget expires (or 𝑆 = ∅)
16:
return 𝑇

producing the next state (instr ′, store ′, Φ). If instr ′ is a branch instruction whose condition is 𝜙, the algorithm checks whether the
both sides of the branch are reachable from the current state. If the
true branch is reachable (i.e., SAT(Φ ∧ 𝜙)), we add the updated state
(instr 1, store ′, Φ ∧ 𝜙) to 𝑆 (line 10), where instr 1 denotes the first
instruction in the true branch. Similarly, we add the updated state
for the false branch to 𝑆 when the path condition, i.e., (Φ ∧ ¬𝜙),
is satisfiable (line 12). When instr ′ is a halt instruction (line 13), a
test case is generated from the model of the current path condition.
The SymExecutor procedure repeats the process described so far
until the given budget expires. Upon termination, the set 𝑇 of test
cases is returned.

2.2

Parameters of Symbolic Execution

Although the basic algorithm is simple, real-world symbolic execution tools involve various parameters that have a critical impact on
the performance of Algorithm 1. For example, symbolic executors
such as KLEE [11] take a parameter that determines which program
inputs to be replaced by symbolic variables (e.g., --sym-args in
Figure 1); in Algorithm 1, the initial symbolic memory (store0 ) is
defined by this parameter value. Another example is a parameter that specifies the maximum memory capacity available (e.g.,
--max-memory in Figure 1), which is an important factor in practice
as state explosion frequently occurs when running symbolic execution on sizable programs. The Choose function itself at line 5 is also
a parameter, called search heuristic [14, 45, 54], and users of KLEE
can choose from 10 different options (e.g., --search=nurs:covnew
in Figure 1) and interleave them. The constraint solver used by
the SAT and Model functions in Algorithm 1 can be configured
as well; for example, users can decide which SMT solver to use
and fine-tune their behavior. Figure 1 shows that KLEE also provides various parameters, including max-instruction-time and
batching-instructions, which have a large space (e.g., integer).
Manually tuning those parameter values is so nontrivial that it
has been typical to use symbolic execution without proper configuration [17, 18, 23, 45, 50, 52, 60, 63, 66]. The goal of this paper is to
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Figure 2: Overview of symbolic execution with SymTuner
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where SV 𝑖 = {sv𝑖1, sv𝑖2, · · · , sv𝑛𝑖 } is the set of possible parameter
values for S𝑖 and 𝜂𝑖max denotes the maximum number of times to
sample from the set SV 𝑖 . For most parameter spaces, 𝜂 max is 1 as
a parameter value is typically used only once during a single run
of symbolic execution (e.g., --max-memory in Figure 1). In general,
however, it can be bigger than 1. For example, the value of 𝜂 max
for symbolic arguments can be any natural number as we can use
multiple symbolic arguments with different size in a single run
(e.g., --sym-args in Figure 1). For instance, the parameter space
for symbolic arguments can be given as follows:
Sargs = ({2, 4, 6, 8}, 3).

change this unfortunate practice by automating the task of tuning
parameter values
parameters of symbolic execution.

3
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Figure 2 illustrates how SymTuner and symbolic execution interact.
Initially, SymTuner takes k predefined parameter spaces as input,
where a parameter space prescribes possible values that the parameter can take on. At a high-level, test-cases
SymTuner iteratively samples
k parameter values based on the learned probability distributions
of the parameter spaces, and runs symbolic execution with the
sampled parameter values. As output of symbolic execution, a set
of test cases is generated, which is in turn used for adjusting the
probability distributions of the sampling spaces. During the first
few times, SymTuner focuses on exploration by running symbolic
execution with various random parameter values. Once an adequate
number of test cases is collected, SymTuner starts to update the
sampling probabilities and exploit the learned knowledge.
SymTuner works in three phases: Evaluate, Extract, and Update.
The first step produces learning data by evaluating the quality of
the parameter values used for generating each test case in terms
of both code coverage and found bugs. The aim of the second step
(Extract) is to identify meaningful data from the total amount of
data generated by the first step. Using the extracted data, the last
step (Update) updates the probability of how SymTuner samples
from the 𝑘 parameter spaces. By repeating the above process which
interleaves SymTuner and symbolic executor, the sampling probabilities are gradually updated. Upon termination (i.e., hitting a time
limit), the set of all test cases generated so far are returned.

3.1

Parameter Space

Basically, we define the sample space of each parameter to be discrete rather than continuous to circumvent unnecessarily large
search space. For instance, suppose that we define the parameter
space for memory budget (MB) as all integers between 100 and 2000.
On the basis of a parameter value, e.g., 1000MB, in the space, the
adjacent values such as 999MB and 1001MB are unlikely to have a
significant impact on the performance of symbolic execution compared to the farther values (e.g., 500MB, 2000MB); thus, our sample
space for each parameter is discrete to maintain only the values
which are likely to affect performance.
In our approach, we assume that 𝑘 predefined parameter spaces,
denoted S = S1 × S2 × · · · × S𝑘 , are given. Each space S𝑖 (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑘)
for the 𝑖-th parameter consists of two components:
S𝑖 = (SV 𝑖 , 𝜂𝑖max )

which means we can select up to three symbolic arguments, where
each argument has the length of one of the elements in {2, 4, 6, 8}.
3.1.1 Sample. To sample from each predefined space S𝑖 , let us
define and use the following Sample function:
Sample(S𝑖 , P𝑖c , P𝑖 ) = PV 𝑖
The inputs are a parameter space S𝑖 and two probability functions,
4
P𝑖 and P𝑖c . The former P𝑖 : SV 𝑖 → [0, 1] denotes the sampling
probability of each parameter value in SV 𝑖 and the latter P𝑖c :
[1, 𝜂𝑖max ] → [0, 1] represents the probability for the sampling times.
We denote the output of Sample by PV 𝑖 ∈ ℘(SV 𝑖 ), which is a set
of sampled parameter values. Here, we allow PV 𝑖 to be a multiset
that has duplicated elements and we abuse the notation ℘(SV 𝑖 )
to denote the set of all sub-multisets of SV 𝑖 . To obtain PV 𝑖 from
the space S𝑖 , the Sample function first determines the number m
of sampling times based on the probability P𝑖c . Then, we sample a
candidate value from SV 𝑖 for m times using the probability P𝑖 and
add the value to PV 𝑖 . For instance, when the Sample function takes
the parameter space Sargs shown above, the possible outcomes of
Sample, i.e., PV args , are as follows:
{{2}}, {{6}}, {{8, 6}}, {{4, 8}}, {{2, 4, 2}}, {{4, 4, 4}}, · · ·
where {{}} denotes a multiset that allows duplicated elements.
Since the two probabilities in the Sample function determine the
parameter values used when performing symbolic execution on the
target program, the most important question is how to learn these
probabilities, P𝑖c and P𝑖 , for each parameter space S𝑖 (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑘) to
maximize the performance of symbolic execution. To resolve this,
SymTuner learns those probabilities based on the data accumulated
during symbolic execution.

3.2

Symbolic Execution with SymTuner

To learn parameter values, we perform symbolic execution multiple
times with diverse parameter values by dividing the total time
budget into smaller budgets. It enables SymTuner to interact with
symbolic executor multiple times during the given time budget,
and to gradually find more effective parameter values through the
multiple interactions. We describe how SymTuner interacts with
symbolic executor (Algorithm 2) in detail.
Algorithm 2 takes as input a program, a budget, and k predefined
parameter spaces. At lines 1, the algorithm first initializes each
of the following four components to an empty set or vector: the
vector V ∈ ℘(SV 1 ) × ℘(SV 2 ) × · · · × ℘(SV 𝑘 ) of parameter values
(recall ℘(SV 𝑖 ) denotes the set of all sub-multisets of SV 𝑖 ), the set
D of learning data, the set 𝑇 of test cases, and the set TotalT of
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Algorithm 2 Symbolic execution with SymTuner

Algorithm 3 SymTuner

Input: Program (pgm), budget (budget), k parameter spaces (S).
Output: Test cases (TotalT )
1: ⟨V, D,𝑇 , TotalT ⟩ ← ⟨ ⟨⟩, ∅, ∅, ∅⟩
⊲ D is learning data
2: flag ← 0
3: budget s ← budget ∗ 𝜂 ratio
⊲ 𝜂 ratio = 0.5%
4: repeat
5:
for 𝑖 = 1 to 𝜂 step do
⊲ 𝜂 step = 20
6:
V, D ← SymTuner(𝑇 , S, V, D, flag)
7:
𝑇 ← SymExecutor(pgm, budget s , V )
8:
TotalT ← TotalT ∪ 𝑇
9:
flag ← 1
10:
budget s ← budget s ∗ 2
11: until budget expires
12: return TotalT

Input: Test cases (𝑇 ), spaces (S), values (V ), data (D), flag (flag)
Output: New parameter values (V ′ ) and Data (D)
1: procedure SymTuner(𝑇 , S, V, D, flag)
2:
/* Step 1: Evaluate the quality of test cases */
3:
for each t ∈ 𝑇 do
4:
D ← D ∪ {𝑑 }
⊲ 𝑑 = Evaluate(t, V )

accumulated test cases. Then, the flag value is also initially set to 0
(line 2); the value of 0 makes SymTuner focus only on exploration
by trying diverse parameter values in the k parameter spaces. At
the next line, the algorithm initializes the time budget budget s for
a single run of symbolic execution by multiplying the total testing
budget budget and the hyper-parameter 𝜂 ratio . In the experiments,
we set the hyper-parameter 𝜂 ratio to a small value such as 0.005.
At lines 5–10, symbolic executor and SymTuner iteratively interact with each other by exchanging test cases and parameter values.
At line 6, SymTuner takes five input values—test cases (𝑇 ), parameter spaces (S), previously used parameter values (V ), learning data
(D), and flag (flag) — and returns accumulated learning data with
newly sampled parameter values; at first, SymTuner generates the
parameter values by randomly sampling from the predefined spaces
S (line 6). Then, the SymExecutor is run with the program, the
current time budget, and the new parameter values. As output of
symbolic execution, a set 𝑇 of test cases is produced (line 7). At
line 8, we accumulate 𝑇 in the set TotalT of total test cases. After the
first interaction between SymTuner and SymExecutor is repeated
𝜂 step times (lines 5–8), the algorithm sets flag to 1, which indicates
that SymTuner is ready to perform online learning. In experiments,
we set 𝜂 step = 20. At line 10, it doubles the size of the time budget
budget s as more learning data accumulation increases the confidence in how to tune parameter values. The outer loop repeats until
the total time budget (budget) is exhausted. Upon termination, the
algorithm returns as the final output the accumulated test cases.

3.3

SymTuner

Algorithm 3 describes how SymTuner generates the set D of learning data from the set 𝑇 of test cases and how it updates the sampling probabilities of the parameter spaces based on D. SymTuner
works in the three steps: Evaluate, Extract, and Update. After going
through these three steps, it returns as output the vector V ′ of new
parameter values and D.
3.3.1 Evaluate. The goal of the first step is to evaluate the quality
of the parameter vector V used for generating the test cases 𝑇 in
terms of code coverage and detected bugs. To this end, SymTuner
generates data d for each test case t ∈ 𝑇 (lines 3–4).
A single data d is represented by the quadruple (Br, Bu, t, V),
where Br and Bu are the sets of branches covered and bugs triggered

5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

/* Step 2: Extract effective parameter values from data D */
CoreV, TotalV ← Extract(D)
/* Step 3: Update sampling probabilities */
policy ← sample from {Exploit, Explore } with prob=[𝛼, 1-𝛼]
V ′ ← ⟨⟩
for 𝑖 = 1 to 𝑘 do
⊲ S = S1 × S2 × · · · × S𝑘
if (policy = Explore) or (flag = 0) then
( Pic , Pi ) ← Explore(TotalV, Si )
else
( Pic , Pi ) ← Exploit(CoreV, TotalV, Si )
PV 𝑖 ← Sample(Si , Pic , Pi )
V ′ ← V ′ · PV 𝑖
return V ′, D

⊲ Append PV 𝑖 at the end of V ′

by the test case t, respectively. We identify a bug with an error
location, a pair of the function name and the line number (e.g.,
(foo,3)). To obtain the two sets, Br and Bu, the Evaluate function at
line 4 executes the program with each test case t and performs a
coverage analysis (e.g., using gcov). The Evaluate function takes as
input a single test case t and a vector V of used parameter values,
and returns data d as output. SymTuner collects all data in D.
3.3.2 Extract. After SymTuner obtains the set D of data, it moves
onto the next step, Extract, where it extracts as learning data two
sets, CoreV and TotalV , of parameter value vectors from CoreD
and D, respectively. Intuitively, the set CoreD includes only core
elements of D, which we define as the smallest subset of D that
covers all branches and all bugs in D. To construct CoreD, we first
compute the set D∗ :
Ø
D∗ = argmax |
(Br ⊎ Bu)|.
D′ ⊆D

(Br,Bu,_,_) ∈D′

where “argmax” denotes the set of all possible arguments which
maximize the given objective (e.g., the number of covered branches
and detected bugs) and ⊎ denotes the disjoint union. From the
set D∗ , we define the set CoreD to be the smallest one in D∗ , i.e.,
CoreD = argminD′ ∈D∗ |D ′ | (here we assume “argmin” returns an
arbitrary single argument that minimizes the given objective). In
other words, CoreD represents the minimum subset of D that collectively maximizes the number of covered branches and found bugs.
For instance, suppose that the data D has four elements:
D = {({b1, b2 , b5 }, ∅, _, _), ({b5 }, {(foo, 3)}, _, _),
({b1, b2 , b3 , b4 }, ∅, _, _), ({b2 , b3 , b4 }, ∅, _, _)}
where each element in D consists of a quadruple of a set of covered
branches, a set of bugs, a test case, and a vector of parameter values.
From the set D, we can extract CoreD as:
CoreD = {({b5 }, {(foo, 3)}, _, _), ({b1, b2 , b3 , b4 }, ∅, _, _)}.
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Calculating CoreD corresponds to solving the set cover problem [40],
which is a well-known NP-complete problem. We compute CoreD
using a greedy algorithm that iteratively selects the element having
the largest number of uncovered branches and bugs at each stage.
From CoreD and D, we collect the learning data, CoreV and
TotalV . We first obtain the set CoreV of effective parameter values in CoreD as follows:
CoreV = {{V | (_, _, _, V ) ∈ CoreD}}.
Note that we deliberately define the set CoreV as a multiset to
track the influential parameter values more effectively. For example,
suppose that CoreV is {{V1, V2, V1 }}, where V1 is duplicated. Since
the existence of duplication implies that the duplicated value is
used more than once in the set CoreD, we can conclude that V1 is
the vector of more influential parameter values than V2 in terms of
performance. We also collect the set TotalV of all parameter values
used in the accumulated data D as:
TotalV = {V | (_, _, _, V ) ∈ D}.
Note that the set TotalV is a standard set which does not allow
duplicated elements. The Extract function returns as output the
two sets CoreV and TotalV for the final step.
3.3.3 Update. The aim of last step is to update sampling probabilities of parameter spaces based on the extracted data, CoreV
and TotalV , and to generate a new vector V ′ of parameter values
using the updated probabilities. More specifically, we update the
probability functions Pi and Pic by using the following two policies: Explore and Exploit. In general, the exploration policy, Explore,
gives more opportunities to parameter values which have been
used less frequently. On the other hand, the exploitation policy,
Exploit, increases the probabilities for parameter values with good
performance while taking into account the number of times the
values have been used. As balancing exploitation and exploration
is a well-known important problem, based on trial and error, we
set the sampling probability of Exploit and Explore to be 70% and
30%, respectively; that is, we set the hyper-parameter 𝛼 to 0.7 at
line 10 in Algorithm 3.
Exploration. When the selected policy is Explore or the value
of flag is 0 (line 13), SymTuner updates the probability for the 𝑖-th
parameter space Si by using the Explore function (line 14), and then
samples the 𝑖-th parameter value by using the Sample function
(line 17). The Explore function takes as input the set TotalV of
all parameter vectors used before and the 𝑖-th parameter space
Si = (SV 𝑖 , 𝜂𝑖max ), and returns as output the updated probability
functions.
To update the sampling probability, Explore(TotalV, (SV 𝑖 , 𝜂𝑖max ))
first scores each value v ′ in SV 𝑖 as follows:
1
scorei (v ′ ) =
(1)
|{𝑉 ∈ TotalV | v ′ ∈ 𝑉 𝑖 }|
where 𝑉 𝑖 denotes the 𝑖-th element of vector 𝑉 . The denominator
is the number of times the value v ′ is used as the 𝑖-th component
during the symbolic execution so far. When the value v ′ is never
used (i.e., dominator=0), we give a highest possible score for v ′ . The
intuition is that we give higher scores to parameter vectors that
have been used less frequently, so that SymTuner explores unseen
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parameter values. With scorei , we define the probability function
Pi : SV 𝑖 → [0, 1] as follows:
Pi (v ′ ) =

scorei (v ′ )
Í
scorei (sv)

(2)

sv ∈SV 𝑖

The probability is the normalized score of v ′ divided by the sum of
the scores of all parameter values in SV 𝑖 . Intuitively, if the number
of all distinct parameter values used is the same, the sampling
probability is evenly distributed; SymTuner samples the parameter
values at complete random in this case.
Likewise, to obtain the probability Pic of the number of sampling
in the 𝑖-th space Si = (SV 𝑖 , 𝜂𝑖max ), we calculate the score for each
number 𝑚 ′ of sampling (1 ≤ 𝑚 ′ ≤ 𝜂𝑖max ) using scoreci defined as:
scoreci (𝑚 ′ ) =

1
|{𝑉 ∈ TotalV | 𝑚 ′ = |𝑉 𝑖 |}|

(3)

The denominator is the number of times the value 𝑚 ′ equals to the
sample size (|𝑉𝑖 |). We compute Pic : [1, 𝜂𝑖max ] → [0, 1] as follows:
Pic (𝑚 ′ ) =

scorec (𝑚 ′ )
Í i
scoreci (𝑚)

(4)

1≤𝑚 ≤𝜂𝑖max

At lines 17–18, with the two updated probabilities Pi and Pic ,
the algorithm generates new 𝑖-th parameter value PV 𝑖 using the
Sample function, and then adds PV 𝑖 to the vector V ′ .
Exploitation. Besides exploration, we employ an exploitation
policy (Exploit) to learn the sampling probabilities of each parameter space (lines 16). The policy uses the Exploit function which
increases the sampling probability of the values that have been
used more often as influential parameter values in CoreV .
Basically, the exploitation method computes the probability Pi
of each parameter space in the same way as the exploration method.
The scoring function, however, is different and defined as follows:
scorei (v ′ ) =

|{𝑉 ∈ CoreV | v ′ ∈ 𝑉 𝑖 }|
|{𝑉 ∈ TotalV | v ′ ∈ 𝑉 𝑖 }|

Intuitively, the score for the value v ′ indicates how often v ′ is
used as influential parameter values in CoreV . More precisely, the
numerator represents the number of times the value is used in the
𝑖-th component in the set CoreV . Note that we divide this number
by the total number of times the value has been used, preferring
parameter values with higher “hit rates” instead of just preferring
parameters in CoreV simply because they have been tried frequently.
Similarly, we define the score function scoreci for Pic as follows:
scoreci (v ′ ) =

|{𝑉 ∈ CoreV | v ′ = |𝑉 𝑖 |}|
|{𝑉 ∈ TotalV | v ′ = |𝑉 𝑖 |}|

After the score calculation, the Exploit policy updates the probabilities Pi and Pic using the equations (2) and (4) at line 16. Then, it
generates new 𝑖-th parameter value based on the Sample function.
Through the three steps, Evaluate, Extract, and Update, Algorithm 3 accumulates the set D of learning data, and returns it as
output. By repeating Algorithm 3, the set D is continuously updated,
and SymTuner gradually makes a smart decision on how to sample
𝑘 parameter values from 𝑘 predefined parameter spaces towards
maximizing the performance of symbolic execution.
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Table 1: 12 benchmark programs

EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we experimentally evaluate the effectiveness of our
approach. Research questions are as follows:
(1) Coverage: How effectively does SymTuner enhance symbolic execution in terms of branch coverage?
(2) Bug-finding: Does the interaction between SymTuner and
symbolic executor enhance the bug-finding ability?
(3) Impact of parameters and the spaces: What is the most
influential parameter? How does the performance of our
approach change depending on different parameter spaces?
(4) Generality: Is SymTuner applicable to concolic testing, another approach to dynamic symbolic execution?
We used KLEE [11]2 as a base symbolic executor to interact with
SymTuner because KLEE is one of the most popular and actively
maintained symbolic execution tools available today. All experiments were conducted on a machine with two Intel Xeon Gold
6230R and 256GB RAM.

4.1

Experimental Settings

4.1.1 Predefined Parameter Spaces. SymTuner takes as input
predefined parameter spaces (S). In our experiments, we aimed to
tune all, more precisely 20, parameters in Figure 1, where their
types consist of 7 integer, 3 double, 4 string, and 6 boolean types. In
particular, for the first 14 parameters which are not boolean types,
we defined their spaces as:
Ssearch = ({s1, s2, · · · , s10 }, 1),
Sargs = ({1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}, 5),
Sfiles = Sstdin = ({4, 8, 12, 16, 20}, 1),
Smem = ({500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500}, 1),
Sbatch = ({6000, 8000, 10000, 12000, 14000}, 1),
Sinstr_time = ({10, 20, 30, 40, 50}, 1),
Sarray_size = ({3000, 3500, 4000, 4500, 5000}, 1),
Sfork = Scpfork = Ssolve = ({0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4}, 1),
Sswitch = ({“𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒”, “𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑙”}, 1), Sseed = ({}, 1),
Sexternal = ({“𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒”, “𝑎𝑙𝑙”}, 1),
The rationale behind the spaces is twofold. First, for each parameter,
we simply chose 5–10 values around the value used in Figure 1.
Second, we tried to subsume the settings used in prior work [11,
45, 63, 66]. In the first space (Ssearch ), 𝑠 1, . . . , 𝑠 10 denote the ten
search strategies implemented in KLEE. Note that we also tuned
the seed input parameter (‘--seed-file’) not involved in Figure 1 as
its impact on the performance of symbolic execution is well-known
in the literature [14, 19, 37, 54]. Despite its importance, however, it
is not appropriate to predefine the seed sample space (e.g., Sseed )
because the corpus of seed inputs highly depends on the program
under test, which requires additional manual efforts for the endusers to use SymTuner. Thus, we did not predefine Sseed , but let
it be dynamically determined during symbolic execution. More
precisely, on every iteration of the loop at lines 5–8 in Algorithm 2,
SymTuner calculates top-20 test cases in terms of covered branches
and detected bugs, and updates Sseed with them. That is, unlike other
predefined spaces, the candidate values in Sseed may change as the
learning progresses.
2 We

used KLEE-2.0 released in March 2019.

Programs

LOC

# of Branches

xorriso-1.5.2
gcal-4.1
grep-3.4
gawk-5.1.0
sed-4.8
nano-4.9

161K
89K
82K
77K
66K
54K

49,162
15,799
8,225
10,720
6,798
10,436

Programs

LOC

enscript-1.6.6
combine-0.4.0
trueprint-5.4
diff (diffutils-3.7)
du (coreutils-8.32)
ls (coreutils-8.32)

49K
32K
12K
9K
8K
5K

# of Branches
3,796
2,357
2,518
7,612
6,653
3,776

In total, the product of the 20 parameter spaces (S) induces 1016
different parameter settings.
4.1.2 Baselines. We compared our approach (Klee+SymTuner)
with three baselines: Kleedefault , Kleehand , and Klee+RandTuner.
The first baseline, Kleedefault , uses the default parameter values provided by KLEE without any modification. The second one, Kleehand ,
uses the hand-tuned parameter setting in Figure 1. More precisely,
its configuration is the same as the parameter values provided in the
KLEE documentation [49], which has been a conventional choice
in prior work [17, 18, 23, 50, 63]. The last one, Klee+RandTuner,
is a baseline that randomly samples parameter values from our
parameter spaces defined in Section 4.1.1; we simply substituted
RandTuner for SymTuner on line 6 in Algorithm 2.
For a fair comparison of Kleedefault and Kleehand , we ran each
baseline in two different modes, respectively, and then reported
the best results. The only difference between the two modes is in
how the given time budget is used. The first method is to perform
symbolic execution (Algorithm 1) only once for the total budget
(e.g., 10h) while the other is to run Algorithm 1 multiple times by
dividing the total budget into smaller budgets. More precisely, the
second method is to run Algorithm 2 without the parameter-tuning
process.
4.1.3 Benchmarks and Time Budgets. We used 12 GNU opensource C programs in Table 1. Our benchmark suite includes the
largest programs used in prior works [14, 16, 17, 47, 54]. For example, the last three programs in Table 1 are the largest (or second
largest) ones in GNU coreutils-8.32 and diffutils-3.7. For each benchmark program, we collected the most recent releases (as of March
2020). For all experiments, we set the time budget to 10 hours for
each benchmark program. We repeated each experiment 4 times,
and reported average results.

4.2

Branch Coverage

Our approach significantly outperformed the three baselines on
all benchmarks in terms of branch coverage. On average over
all benchmark programs, Klee+SymTuner achieved 31% and 56%
higher branch coverage than Kleehand and Kleedefault , respectively.
SymTuner also succeeded in covering 12% more branches than
RandTuner, showing the true benefit of online learning algorithm.
As the final outputs of our approach (Algorithm 2) and three
baselines are the test cases generated during symbolic execution,
we depicted the coverage graph over time in Figure 3 by accumulating the number of branches covered by the test case generated at
each time step. To do so, we used gcov, a tool for measuring code
coverage.
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Figure 3: The average number of covered branches achieved by our approach and three baselines on 12 benchmarks
The results in Figure 3 show that Klee+SymTuner consistently
achieves the highest branch coverage on all benchmarks. In particular, the results for the two largest benchmarks, xorriso and gcal,
are noteworthy; Klee+SymTuner was able to cover 3,093 branches
on average for xorriso while Kleehand and Klee+RandTuner
covered 2,509 and 2,415 branches, respectively. For gcal, the average number of branches covered by Klee+SymTuner was 3,539,
which is 353 and 1,062 more than Klee+RandTuner and Kleehand ,
respectively.
Excluding our approach, Klee+RandTuner was generally better than the other two baselines, where this result implies that
performing symbolic execution with various parameter values is
usually more effective than running it with the fixed values. Among
Kleehand and Kleedefault , the former achieved 19% higher branch
coverage than the latter on all benchmarks. That is, using handtuned parameter values was better than blindly using the default
values provided in KLEE.
One interesting point is that Klee+RandTuner is sometimes
even inferior to the two baselines, Kleehand and Kleedefault , which
do not change the parameter values at all during symbolic execution. On xorriso and sed, Klee+RandTuner managed to cover
about 100 and 150 branches less than Kleehand and Kleedefault ,
respectively; Klee+RandTuner achieved the lowest coverage on
sed. The instability of RandTuner supports that our approach
(Algorithm 2) is essential to consistently achieve higher coverage.
The standard deviations of branch coverage averaged over all
benchmarks and trials are as: SymTuner(122), RandTuner(99),

Table 2: The branch coverage achieved by running SymTuner
and RandTuner with multiple cores in parallel
# of Cores
xorriso-1.5.4
gcal-4.1

2

4

6

8

10

SymTuner

3,260

3,385

3,604

4,083

5,202

RandTuner

2,726

3,225

3,440

3,441

3,631

SymTuner

4,243

4,397

4,538

4,561

4,757

RandTuner

3,825

4,131

4,221

4,256

4,315

Kleedefault (102), and Kleehand (60); these differences are insignificant considering the coverage gap between ours and the baselines.
Additionally, we investigated whether SymTuner still outperforms RandTuner even when running them in parallel. We wondered if running KLEE with more diverse parameters simply by
using many cores in parallel would diminish the advantage of
SymTuner compared to RandTuner. So, we compared SymTuner
and RandTuner by accumulating the results of running them (e.g.,
Algorithm 2) with different number of cores in parallel, respectively.
Table 2 reports the number of covered branches achieved by each
technique according to the number of cores used in parallel on the
two largest benchmarks: xorriso and gcal. The results show that
the difference in branch coverage between the two techniques becomes larger when more cores are used. For instance, on xorriso,
running SymTuner with 10 cores in parallel succeeded in covering about 1,500 more branches than running RandTuner with the
same settings. That is, even in parallel settings, smartly tuning
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Table 3: Comparison of bug-finding ability of the three baselines and SymTuner. (SymTuner = Klee+SymTuner)
Benchmarks

gcal-4.1

Error-Types

Error Locations

Bug-Triggering Test Cases

SymTuner

RandTuner

Kleehand

Kleedefault

Segmentation fault

‘Line: 740 in /src/file-io.c’

"@/⊙" (⊙ denotes an ASCII character of 1.)

✔

✔

✔

✔

Segmentation fault

‘Line: 3956 in /src/gcal.c’

"@/" "--at=5"

✔

✘

✘

✘

Segmentation fault

‘Line: 72 in /libc/string/strncasecmp.c’

"@...//" "@.." "@../" "--u=Z="

✔

✘

✘

✘

Abnormal termination

‘Line: 27 in /libc/string/strcpy.c’

"/#" "⊙" A (A denotes a symbolic file.)

✔

✘

✔

✘

Abnormal termination

‘Line: 29 in /libc/string/memcpy.c’

"@/" "-#__⊙" A

✔

✔

✘

✔

enscript-1.6.6

Segmentation fault

‘Line: 1880 in /libc/stdio/_vfprintf.c’

"--to" "" "" "" ""

✔

✔

✘

✘

gawk-5.1.0

Abnormal termination

‘Line: 1337 in main.c’

"-W" "nost"

✔

✔

✘

✘

Segmentation fault

‘Line: 385 in /src/field.c’

"-f" "--field=,"

✔

✔

✔

✔

Segmentation fault

‘Line: 458 in /src/field.c’

"--re" "" "--fi" "d.e0-2,"

✔

✘

✘

✘

Segmentation fault

‘Line: 633 in /src/df_options.c’

"-Pp" "--no-ch" "--fi" "r.o1" "--r="

✔

✔

✘

✘

Memory-exhaustion

‘Line: 48 in /libc/string/memmove.c’

"-ecut" "--fiel" "8,--1"

✔

✘

✘

✘
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Figure 4: The average branch coverage achieved by tuning only individual parameter on the three largest benchmarks
parameters is still more effective than trying various parameters indiscriminately. As future work, to further improve the effectiveness
of SymTuner when running it in parallel, we plan to apply the core
ideas of the existing techniques such as swarm testing [26, 31].

4.3

Bug-finding

Table 3 shows that SymTuner also has considerable promise in
improving the bug-finding ability of KLEE. In summary, SymTuner
detected 11 different real-bugs from four open-source programs
while the best one among three baselines, RandTuner, found just
six of them.
Columns in Table 3 denote the benchmark program, error-type,
error-location, bug-triggering test case produced by SymTuner,
and indication of success (✔) or failure (✘) for each technique.
In particular, we note that the failure mark ‘✘’ indicates that the
corresponding technique completely failed to find the bug within
40 hours (10h × 4 repetitions). Conversely, if succeeding on the bug
detection at least once during the four trials, we marked the result
as ‘success’ (✔).
Our approach (Klee+SymTuner) found 11 different bugs in total, and we classified them into three error-types: abnormal termination, segmentation fault, and memory exhaustion. The first

two error-types cause the program to crash while the third one is
a performance bug. For example, the bug-triggering input ("@/"
"--at=5") generated by Klee+SymTuner for the program gcal
causes a segmentation fault which terminates the program abnormally. Klee+SymTuner also found fatal bugs in combine; the input ("-ecut" "--fiel" "8,--1") leads to a serious performance
degradation which consumes all available memory of the machine.
These bug-triggering test cases in Table 3 are easily reproducible.
For example, on gawk-5.1.0, executing the command (./gawk "-W"
"nost") will abort the program execution immediately. An unexpected result in Table 3 is that RandTuner failed to find a bug that
Kleehand discovered in gcal; that is, RandTuner is unstable even
in terms of bug-finding capability.
Additionally, we also investigated whether RandTuner could
find more bugs when running it in parallel with multiple CPU cores.
Compared to running RandTuner on a single core, using 10 cores
in parallel was able to find more bugs, but it still failed to find some
bugs which were discovered by SymTuner (e.g., the bug found in
the file ‘strncasecmp.c’ of gcal). When we executed RandTuner
for much longer (e.g., 20h) using 10 cores in parallel, RandTuner
was eventually able to find all bugs that SymTuner found with a
single core for 10 hours.
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Figure 5: Venn-diagrams illustrating the sets of branches covered by SymTuner with different parameter spaces
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Figure 6: Venn-diagrams depicting the sets of covered branches by Chameleon with/without SymTuner

4.4

Impact of Parameters and their Spaces

Impact of Individual Parameters. We investigated which of
the 20 parameters in Table 1 had the greatest impact on the performance of symbolic execution for the three largest benchmarks,
xorriso, gcal, and grep. To do so, we performed symbolic execution while tuning each parameter one by one, and reported the
average branch coverage for each parameter-tuning with the same
setting of SymTuner (10h × 4 repetitions).
Figure 4 shows that the most influential parameters tend to be
similar across the three programs, but the least influential ones are
different depending on the target program. The two parameters,
symbolic command-line arguments (‘--sym-arg’) and seed input (‘-seed-file’), were consistently included in the top-4 most influential
parameters for all the benchmarks. Also, the most crucial parameter
for gcal and grep was equal as search strategy (‘--search’), but the
search strategy parameter was not included even in top-10 important parameters for xorriso, which means that every important
parameter was not shared across all the programs. Likewise, the
forth most important parameter (‘--batch-instructions’) on gcal
was the most unimportant one on xorriso. On the other hand,
the least influential parameter for each program is different as:
‘--batch-instructions’ (xorriso), ‘--use-cex-cache’ (gcal), and ‘-sym-stdin’ (grep). These results support our claim that we should
take a program-adaptive method to tune various parameters for
symbolic execution.
An unexpected observation from Figure 4 is that the parameter
type itself seems to be related to its importance. First, the stringtype parameters (e.g., ‘--search’, ‘--seed-file’) ranked the most in
the most important top-4 parameters while none of the parameters
belonged to the least important top-4 parameters; that is, the stringtype parameter is important to tune carefully. Second, boolean type

Table 4: 14 Parameter spaces added for SymTunerParams
Boolean

Boolean

Integer or (Double)

use-branch-cache
use-constant-arrays
solver-optimize-divides
allocate-determ
rewrite-equalities

cex-cache-exp
cex-cache-superset
cex-cache-try-all
equality-substitution

redzone-size ({5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30},1)
seed-time ({5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30},1)
max-stack-frames ({6000, 7000, 8000, 9000, 10000},1)
allocate-determ-size ({50, 100, 150, 200, 250},1)
max-static-cpsolve-pct ({0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4},1)

parameters are less valuable to tune than the other type parameters as boolean types account for 50% of the least important top-4
parameters.
The results in Figure 4 also demonstrate that tuning only the
most influential parameter is less beneficial than SymTuner which
adjusts the 20 parameters simultaneously. In particular, SymTuner
covered 11.5% more branches on grep than tuning only the most
influential parameter (‘--search’). Also, in terms of bug-finding
capability, we found that tuning only the most influential parameter
on gcal was able to discover only a single bug located in ‘/src/fileio.c’ among the total 5 bugs found by SymTuner on gcal in Table 3.
Impact of Parameter Spaces. We evaluated how the performance of SymTuner changes depending on different parameter
spaces. To do so, we compared SymTuner with its two variants,
SymTunerSpaces and SymTunerParams , having different parameter
spaces. The former (SymTunerSpaces ) is a variant that doubles each
space of the 10 parameters with integer or double type defined
in Section 4.1.1, respectively. For example, the space of Sargs of
SymTuner is between 1 and 10, but the space for SymTunerSpaces
will be between 1 and 20. That is, the parameter spaces for the first
variant will be 210 ∗ 1016 , which is about 1,000 times larger than
the spaces for SymTuner. The latter (SymTunerParams ) is another
variant that tunes more parameters than the 20 parameters to be
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tuned originally in SymTuner. More specifically, this variant aimed
to simultaneously tune a total of 34 parameters, including the 20
parameters that SymTuner tuned and the 14 additional parameters
in Table 4; we manually added the 14 parameters that are likely to
affect the performance of symbolic execution among the total parameters provided to KLEE. We evaluated the two variants with the
same settings (e.g, 10h × 4 repetitions) as SymTuner on 4 largest
benchmarks, and reported the average results.
Figure 5 shows the Venn-diagrams which describe the relationships in terms of the sets of branches reached by each technique.
The results show that SymTuner is able to cover different code
areas of the target program effectively depending on the parameter
spaces to be tuned. In terms of the total number of covered branches,
SymTuner achieved the highest branch coverage on gcal and
the lowest coverage on grep. Exactly opposite, SymTunerParams
achieved the lowest branch coverage on gcal and the highest coverage on grep. Figure 5 also shows that there exist many branches
that SymTuner and its two variants are able to exclusively reach.
For example, SymTunerSpaces exclusively covered 271 branches
on grep, and SymTunerParams succeeded in covering 332 unique
branches on xorriso. That is, the potential of SymTuner may vary
depending on different parameter spaces.

4.5

Generality of SymTuner

We checked if our approach is applicable to concolic testing [25,
53], another major approach to dynamic symbolic execution. We
applied SymTuner to CREST [21] as it is a publicly available tool
and Chameleon [16], the state-of-the-art technique for tuning
search heuristics for concolic testing, is implemented on top of
CREST [58]. Hence, our approach (Chameleon+SymTuner) aims
to tune the other parameters while letting Chameleon tune search
strategies in its own way. To do so, we implemented SymTuner on
top of Chameleon, and figured out whether SymTuner was able
to enhance Chameleon.
Unlike KLEE, CREST only provides three external parameters;
others are hard-coded inside the tool and difficult to tune from
the outside. In our experiments, we tried to tune all of the three
parameters: symbolic command-line argument, seed input, and
the number of program executions. On the basis of the parameter
values used in Chameleon [58], we defined their spaces as follows:
Sargs = ({12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30}, 1),
Sseed = ({𝐼 0 }, 1),
Sexecution = ({3000, 3500, 4000, 4500, 5000}, 1)
In particular, we first initialized the space Sseed with an initial input
(𝐼 0 ) provided in Chameleon [58], and let it be dynamically decided
during concolic testing like the space Sseed in Section 4.1.1. For
evaluation, we used the same three benchmark programs taken from
Chameleon, allocated the time budget to 10 hours, and reported
the number of covered branches averaged over 5 times.
Figure 6 shows that our approach (Chameleon+SymTuner) has
its own benefit in terms of exclusively covered branches. For the
three benchmarks, Chameleon+SymTuner succeeded in covering
about 30% more unique branches than Chameleon alone. We expect that the usefulness of SymTuner will be greater if various
parameters provided in KLEE are also added to CREST in the future. Note that since SymTuner uses a symbolic execution tool
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(e.g., KLEE and CREST) as a blackbox, we expect that applying
SymTuner to other symbolic execution tools [51, 56] does not require much effort.

4.6

Threats to Validity

(1) We evaluated SymTuner only for KLEE and CREST. We chose
them as they are the representative symbolic executors for C programs, but the results reported in this paper may not be valid for
other testing tools such as EVOSUITE [24], a widely used unit testing tool. (2) We manually defined the 20 parameter spaces of KLEE
by choosing 5–10 values around the value used in Figure 1. However, these predefined spaces may not be appropriate for the other
target programs beyond our 12 benchmarks. (3) Our approach (Algorithm 2) involves hyper-parameters, e.g., 𝜂 ratio and 𝜂 step , which
were selected heuristically. These values may need to be set properly for target programs. (4) We used 12 programs including the
largest real-world programs (up to 161KLoC) among those used in
prior works [14, 16, 17, 47, 54] for evaluating KLEE. However, these
might not be representative enough.

5

RELATED WORK

Improving Symbolic Execution. To our knowledge, SymTuner is
the first technique to tune general parameters of symbolic execution automatically. Over the past decade, a lot of research has been
conducted to advance symbolic execution, and they can be classified into three groups according to the main approach: search
strategies [10, 45, 54, 62], pruning techniques [6, 9, 34, 66], and
constraint solving techniques [23, 35, 52, 65]. First, prior works
on search strategies aim to preferentially explore the execution
paths of the program that are likely to maximize the performance
(e.g., code coverage). For example, the CFDS strategy [10] prioritizes the program’s paths closest to the branches that have not
yet been reached, and the CGS strategy [54] favors exploring the
paths with a new context (i.e., new sequence of branches). Second,
path-pruning techniques focus on removing the redundant paths
of the program based on the predefined criteria. For instance, Jaffar et al. [34] presented a criterion that eliminates the execution
paths guaranteed not to reach the error locations. Lastly, diverse
techniques have emerged to reduce the cost for constraint solving,
one major bottleneck in symbolic execution, by simplifying the
array constraints [52] or reusing the constraint solutions [35, 65].
SymTuner is orthogonal to the above three approaches and we believe that SymTuner can further enhance the existing approaches
by automatically tuning external parameters.
Software Testing with Learning. Our approach follows a recent trend in software testing that leverages machine learning [14–
18, 42, 44, 55, 57]. ParaDySE [14] boosts concolic testing by automatically generating search strategy via offline learning. Using online
learning technique, Chameleon [16] adaptively switches the search
strategies of concolic testing. LEO [18] aims to improve the efficacy
of symbolic execution by learning how to use compiler optimizations for code transformation. In Android GUI testing, QBE [42]
uses reinforcement learning to explore GUI actions that are likely to
detect bugs and increase activity coverage. RETECS [57] learns how
to preferentially select buggy test cases in Continuous Integration
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based on reinforcement learning. In this paper, we use learning for
a novel application, i.e., tuning symbolic execution parameters.
Search-based Software Testing. Our work can be considered an
instance of search-based software testing (SBST) [1, 4, 27, 46] using
meta-heuristic search technique in the field of search-based software engineering [3, 28–30]. SBST aims to find good solutions from
an extremely large search space in a reasonable time for enhancing
testing efficacy. To do so, each technique in SBST defines its own
optimization problem and proposes a fitness function specialized
for solving the problem. In our work, we formulated the problem of
tuning parameter values of symbolic execution as an optimization
problem that maximizes both the number of covered branches and
found bugs, and presented a specialized algorithm to solve it.
Automatic Parameter Tuning. Automatic parameter tuning has
been studied extensively in various fields. For example, researchers
have developed domain-specific algorithms for database systems [22,
61], web systems [8, 64], image segmentation [59], and big data
processing systems [20, 43]. Our work lies in this line of research
and presents an algorithm specialized for symbolic execution. Existing frameworks for algorithm configuration (e.g., ParamILS [33],
OpenTuner [2]) are inappropriate for our purpose. Note that these
are offline approaches; they aim to discover good parameter settings of algorithms and the same settings are used without change
at runtime. By contrast, the main benefit of SymTuner comes from
adaptively adjusting the parameter values online (during symbolic
execution), which is crucial in our case as optimal parameter values
vary significantly depending on the target programs (Section 4.4).
Also, using these tools effectively often requires domain expertise [2]; our goal is to enable users to use symbolic execution without any prior knowledge.

6

CONCLUSION

Automatic tuning of symbolic execution parameters has received
little attention despite its importance in practice. In this paper, we
called for attention to this problem and presented SymTuner for
automatically tuning parameters of symbolic execution via online
learning. Experimental results showed that running KLEE in concert with SymTuner leads to sharp increases in branch coverage
and found bugs. We hope that SymTuner will help end-users to
maximally benefit from powerful yet difficult-to-use modern symbolic execution tools.
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